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21 IntrodutionChemotaxis is a proess in whih bateria, or, more generally, ells, hange theirstate of movement, reating to the presene of a hemial substane, approahinghemially favourable environments and avoiding unfavourable ones.Generally, the movement of bateria is omposed of two di�erent phases, a \run"phase and a \tumble" phase. The \run" phase onsists of a direted movementin a straight line, while the \tumble" phase is the reorientation. In the ase ofEsherihia oli, this \tumble" is aomplished by signal transmission between thereeptor omplexes (whih detet the presene of hemial substanes and are loatedbasially in the poles of the ells) and the agellar-motor omplexes (usually 5 to10 omplexes randomly distributed around the ell and embedded within the ellmembrane) [3℄.In fat, this inreases the length of the \run" phase (while the \tumble" phaseremains essentially invariant) produing a biased random walk in the diretion of thegradient of the hemial substrate [31℄. This is the general behavior for agellatedbateria [1℄. On the other hand, in the ase of amoebae or leukoytes, the preseneof a hemial substane hanges the turning pattern, i.e., the \tumble" phase. See [1℄and referenes therein. The \tumble" phase is in general muh shorter than the \run"phase [3℄.It is important to stress that hemial gradients are not the only fator to inuenebaterial movement, a proess alled taxis. Light, pH and oxygen onentration doit as well. In general, bateria look for optimal onditions for growth, but they analso move looking for aggregation. The last ase has been partiularly studied for thease of the slime mold amoebae Dityostelium disoideum (see [16℄).Chemotaxis is also important for other biologial phenomena, like the embry-ologial development, where ells migrate to form omplex organs [8℄ and in the im-munologial response. In this ase, leukoytes, the ells responsible for the immuneresponse, migrate from the bloodstream to respond to foreign antigens [8, 28℄.The mathematial study of hemotaxis started with the work of Patlak [25℄, andwas boosted by the papers of Keller and Segel, where they introdued a model tostudy the aggregation of Dityostelium disoideum due to an attrative hemial sub-stane [18℄ and made some further omments and studies [19, 20℄. We refer to thereferene [17℄ for a review about the �rst years of researh on the Keller-Segel model.Their model onsists of an advetion-di�usion system of two oupled paraboliequations: �t� = r � (Dr�� ��rS) ; (1)�tS = DS�S + '(S; �) : (2)In these equations � = �(x; t) � 0 is the ell density at position x and time t, and



3S = S(x; t) � 0 is the density of the hemo-attratant. The positive onstants DSand D are the di�usivity of the hemo-attratant and of the ells, respetively, and� � 0 is the hemotati sensitivity.In general the substane S does not only di�use in the substrate, but it an also beprodued by the bateria themselves. The role of the funtion '(S; �) is to desribethe interation between both quantities. One typial example is given by'(S; �) = ��� S�S ; �; �S � 0 ; (3)whih desribes the prodution of the hemo-attratant by the bateria at a onstantrate � as well as hemial deay with relaxation time �S . Sine the baterial movementis direted toward the higher onentrations of S, the oupling is attrative.An important question for the above system is if its solutions blow up in �nitetime (see, e.g., [4, 10, 11, 21, 24℄). In [9℄ and referenes therein it is proved for theKeller-Segel model that | when the spae dimension n is equal to 3 | blow up anhappen even for small initial onditions. Blow up never holds for n = 1, and thease n = 2 with spherial symmetry is a borderline ase, where blow up may our ornot, depending on the size of the initial onditions (see also [21, 9℄). Blow up an beprevented by a modi�ation of the Keller-Segel model, where the hemotati e�etis turned o� at a saturation density [13℄.The transport equation (1) in the Keller-Segel model an be derived as a maro-sopi limit of a stohasti many partile system [30℄. The aim of this work is to studykineti models of hemotaxis and their marosopi limits. A kineti equation for thephase spae ell density has �rst been introdued by Alt [1, 2℄, and further beenstudied by Othmer, Dunbar and Alt [22℄. Here a kineti model is onsidered, oupledto an equation for the hemo-attratant, and modeling assumptions are given, suhthat the Keller-Segel equations (1){(3) an be derived rigorously as a saling limit.In the papers [12℄ and [23℄ a formal dedution has been presented, but no rigorousproof is available yet.From now on we onsider hemotaxis in 3 dimensions, i.e. n = 3. The kinetior \veloity jump" model introdued in [22℄ is an equation for the phase spae elldensity f = f(x; v; t) � 0, where x, v, and t denote, respetively, position, veloity,and time: �f�t + v � rxf = ZV (T [S℄f 0 � T �[S℄f)dv0 : (4)Examples for the dependene of the rate T [S℄(x; v; v0; t) � 0 on the density of thehemo-attratant S an be found in setion 5. The abbreviations f 0 = f(x; v0; t),T �[S℄ = T [S℄(x; v0; v; t) are used in (4). In this model it is assumed that the tumble(the reorientation) is a Poisson proess with rate�[S℄ = ZV T �[S℄dv0 ;



4and that T �[S℄=�[S℄ is the probability density for a hange in veloity from v to v0,given that a reorientation ours for a ell at position x, veloity v, and time t.The set of admissible veloities is denoted by V and assumed to be ompat. Werestrit our attention to spherially symmetri V , with balls, spheres, or spherialshells (with the enter in the origin) as typial examples. When V is a sphere, dv hasto be understood as the surfae measure.In [22℄, birth-death proesses are also onsidered, adding��f�t �bd = r(�)fto the right hand side of (4), where r(�) is a funtion of the ell position density,�(x; t) = ZV f(x; v; t)dv : (5)In this paper we do not onsider birth-death proesses. This puts a limitation on ourmodel, whih is valid only in intervals of time where ell-division is not important.Equation (4) is an example of a Boltzmann-type integro-di�erential equationwhih has originally been introdued for the study of moderately rare�ed gases.Marosopi (or uid) models, where the veloity distribution is desribed by a �niteset of spae-time dependent quantities, an be derived from kineti models by a las-sial proedure, the Hilbert expansion. An introdution to the mathematial aspetsof Boltzmann-type equations and their di�usion limit an be found in [6℄.In [12℄ and [23℄, Othmer and Hillen studied the di�usion limit of equation (4),without and with hemotati e�ets, respetively. Their analysis is based on theassumption that the hemotati inuene on the tumbling an be seen as a per-turbation of a dominating isotropi, i.e., \aimless", reorientation. We make thisassumption spei� by postulating a relation �0 = "�1, where �0 and �1 are typialtimes between aimless and hemotatially oriented turning proesses, respetively.The dimensionless parameter " > 0 is small. Now we perform a nondimensional-ization of the system (2), (3), (4). We sale veloity in the kineti equation by themaximal speed v0 ourring in V . Aording to the above assumption, the turningkernel is written in the form T [S℄ = T"[S=S0℄�0vd0 ;with an appropriately hosen referene value S0 for the hemo-attratant density andthe dimension d = 2 or d = 3 of the veloity set V . For time and length we usea di�usion saling with referene values t0 = �0="2 and x0 = v0�0=", respetively.Finally, we introdue the referene values �0 = S0DS=(�x20) for the marosopi ell



5density as well as f0 = �0=vd0 for the distribution funtion. The nondimensionalversion of (2), (3), (4) then beomesÆ�S"�t = �S" + �" � Æ t0�SS" ; (6)"2�f"�t + "v � rxf" = �T"[S"℄(f") ; (7)with T"[S℄(f) = ZV (T �" [S℄f � T"[S℄f 0)dv0 ;and with the dimensionless parameter Æ = v20�0=DS. Partially, the same symbols areused for saled quantities as for their dimensional ounterparts.Our main saling assumption is the smallness of ". We also assume that therelaxation time �S of the hemo-attratant is at least of the order of magnitude ofthe di�usive time sale t0. The parameter Æ measures the strength of the di�usivityof the ells ompared to the di�usivity of the hemo-attratant. We assume that Æ issmall and set Æ = 0 as an approximation:��S" = �" = ZV f" dv : (8)Finally, we assume that the environment for the ells is large ompared to the referenelength x0. As an approximation we onsider the whole spae problem for (7), (8)subjet to the initial onditionsf"(x; v; 0) = f 0(x; v) ; x 2 R3 ; v 2 V : (9)The behaviour of S" at in�nity is �xed by using the Newtonian potential solution of(8): S" = �" � 14�jxj ; i.e., S"(x; t) = 14� ZR3 �"(y; t)jx� yj dy : (10)We point out that the last two approximations (Æ = 0, whole spae problem) do notmake an essential di�erene from the mathematial point of view. For the problemwith Æ > 0 and/or a bounded domain with appropriate boundary onditions, the map�" 7! S" would be more regular. All our results an be extended to this ase with anadaptation of the proof whih takes into aount the additional diÆulties related tothe heat equation (see [5℄, where the ase of a paraboli equation for S" is treated).Assuming that S" is given, smooth enough, and "-independent, Othmer and Hillen[23℄ derived the linear hemotaxis model (1) from (7) formally by the Hilbert expan-sion proedure in the limit "! 0.



6In this paper, we �nd onditions whih guarantee that the oupled nonlinearproblem (7){(10) has Keller-Segel type equations as its marosopi drift-di�usionlimit. Note that the nonlinear oupling is due to the dependene of the turningkernel T" on the substrate density S". From a mathematial point of view, this partof our work is losely related to [27℄, where the marosopi limit of the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Plank system is derived. We also show that for suitable turningkernels, blow up an be prevented on the kineti level, although blow up is known toour for the orresponding marosopi limit.The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2 the marosopi equa-tions are derived by formal asymptoti methods. In Setion 3 we show that, un-der appropriate assumptions on the dependene of the turning rates on the hemo-attratant, the kineti model (with �xed " > 0) has a global solution and blow up in�nite time does not our. In Setion 4 the di�usion limit is arried out rigorouslyfor short enough time intervals. Note that this is the best result to be expeted, sineblow up ours in the marosopi limit problem. Two lasses of modeling examplesare presented in Setion 5. Both examples satisfy the assumptions of the onvergeneresult and one of them the global existene theorem.2 Drift-Di�usion limit: formal omputationsIn this setion the limit " ! 0 is arried out formally in (7), (10). The resultingmarosopi model depends on the properties of the turning operator T"[S℄. A �rstbasi property is onservation of ells: The integral of T"[S℄(f) with respet to veloityvanishes, leading to the marosopi onservation equation��"�t +r � J" = 0 ; (11)with the ux density J"(x; t) := 1" ZV vf"(x; v; t)dv :The following analysis is based on the assumption that the turning kernel has anasymptoti expansion of the formT"[S℄ = T0[S℄ + "T1[S℄ +O("2) : (12)Then the turning operator an be expanded analogously with oeÆientsTk[S℄(f) = ZV (T �k [S℄f � Tk[S℄f 0)dv0 :



7Our aim is the derivation of equations for the leading order terms in the expansionsf" = f0 + "f1 +O("2) ; S" = S0 + "S1 +O("2) :Substitution into (7), (10) gives the leading order equationsT0[S0℄(f0) = 0 ; S0 = �0 � 14�jxj with �0 = ZV f0 dv : (13)Comparing oeÆients of " in (7) givesv � rxf0 = �T0[S0℄(f1)� T1[S0℄(f0)� T0S [S0; S1℄(f0) ; (14)where T0S[S0; S1℄ is a turning operator whose kernel is the Frehet derivative of T0with respet to S, evaluated at S0 in the diretion S1.Before proeeding further, we need assumptions on the leading order turning op-erator:(A0) There exists a bounded veloity distribution F (v) > 0, independent of x, t, andS, suh that the detailed balane T �0 [S℄F = T0[S℄F 0 holds. The ow produedby this equilibrium distribution vanishes, and F is normalized:ZV vF (v) dv = 0 ; ZV F (v) dv = 1 : (15)The turning rate T0[S℄ is bounded, and there exists a onstant  > 0 suh thatT0[S℄=F � , 8 (v; v0) 2 V � V , x 2 R3 , t > 0.Remark 1. It is a generalization of earlier work [23℄ that a general equilibriumdistribution is allowed instead of only onstants with respet to veloity.The aimlessness of the leading order turning proesses mentioned above is reetedin the fat that the ux density and, thus, the mean veloity of the equilibrium distri-bution is zero.Before the assumption is used, we state a useful formula.Lemma 1. Let � : R ! R, g : V ! R, and let�S" [S℄ = T"[S℄F 0 + T �" [S℄F2 ; �A" [S℄ = T"[S℄F 0 � T �" [S℄F2 ;denote the symmetri and, respetively, antisymmetri parts of T"[S℄F 0. ThenZV T"[S℄(Fg)�(g)dv = 12 ZV ZV �S" [S℄(g � g0)(�(g)� �(g0))dv0 dv+ 12 ZV ZV �A" [S℄(g + g0)(�(g)� �(g0))dv0 dv : (16)The same holds for Tk[S℄ with analogous de�nitions of �Sk [S℄ and �Ak [S℄.



8Proof. The proof is a straightforward omputation. First the left hand side is rewrit-ten by interhanging v and v0 in the double integral. Then the arithmeti mean ofboth representations is taken, and the (anti)symmetry properties of �S" [S℄ and �A" [S℄are used.Note that assuming the expansion (12) and the assumption (A0), the symmetriand antisymmetri terms introdued above have the asymptoti expansions�S" [S℄ = T0[S℄F 0 +O(") ; �A" [S℄ = "T1[S℄F 0 � T �1 [S℄F2 +O("2) : (17)This shows that for monotone � the leading order ontribution to the right handside of (16) has a sign. This observation is the basis of entropy arguments in theonvergene proof in Setion 4 and in the following lassial result. We give a prooffor the sake of ompleteness.Lemma 2. Let (A0) hold. Then, the entropy equalityZV T0[S℄(f) fF dv = 12 ZV ZV �S0 [S℄� fF � f 0F 0�2 dv0 dv � 0holds. For g 2 L2(V ; dv=F ), the equation T0[S℄(f) = g has a unique solution f 2L2(V ; dv=F ) satisfying RV f dv = 0 if and only if RV g dv = 0.Proof. The entropy equality is an appliation of the previous lemma with g = f=Fand � =id. The detailed balane assumption in (A0) is equivalent to �A0 [S℄ = 0.It is a diret onsequene of ell onservation that RV g dv = 0 is a neessaryondition for solvability of T0[S℄(f) = g.For RV f dv = 0, the entropy equality and assumption (A0) lead to the estimateZV T0[S℄(f) fF dv � 2 ZV ZV FF 0� fF � f 0F 0�2 dv0 dv =  ZV f 2F dv ; (18)sine �S0 [S℄ � FF 0 holds. The statement of the lemma is now a onsequene of theLax-Milgram lemma.It is a onsequene of the entropy equality that the kernel of T0[S℄ is spanned bythe distribution F . Thus, we dedue from the leading order equations (13) thatf0(x; v; t) = �0(x; t)F (v) ;with �0 (to be determined) being the marosopi ell density orresponding to f0(by the normalization of F ). Sine the equilibrium distribution is independent of S,



9the term T0S[S0; S1℄(f0) vanishes (by linearization of the detailed balane equation)and the O(")-equation (14) reads:T0[S0℄(f1) = �vF � r�0 � �0T1[S0℄(F ) : (19)When this is seen as an equation for f1, the �rst term on the right hand side satis�esthe solvability ondition from Lemma 2 by assumption (A0), and the seond term byell onservation. The solution an be written asf1(x; v; t) = ��(x; v; t) � r�0(x; t)��(x; v; t)�0(x; t) + �1(x; t)F (v) ; (20)where � = �[S0℄ and � = �[S0℄ are the solutions ofT0[S0℄(�) = vF ; (21)T0[S0℄(�) = T1[S0℄(F ) ; (22)and �1, the marosopi density of f1, is a new unknown.The last step in the asymptoti proedure is passing to the limit " ! 0 in theonservation equation (11). For the ux density, we obtain the asymptoti expansionJ" = ZV vf1 dv +O(") ;suh that the limit of (11) an be written as the onvetion-di�usion equation�t�0 �r � (D[S0℄r�0 � �[S0℄�0) = 0 ; (23)where the di�usivity tensor and the onvetion �eld are given byD[S0℄(x; t) = ZV v 
 �[S0℄(x; v; t)dv ;�[S0℄(x; t) = � ZV v�[S0℄(x; v; t)dv :Thus, the formal limit of (7), (10) is (23) oupled to the Newtonian potential equationfor S0 in (13).Remark 2. It is a standard result in the theory of di�usion limits that the matrix Dis symmetri and positive de�nite. In order to see this, onsider � 2 R3 . From (18)we �nd(D�) � � = ZV (v � �)(� � �)dv = ZV T0[S0℄(� � �)� � �F dv � [S0℄ ZV (� � �)2F dv : (24)If � � � were identially equal to zero for a � 6= 0, then (by taking the salar produt of(21) with �) also v �� would be zero for all v 2 V , whih is impossible by the spherialsymmetry of V . Thus, the right hand side of (24) is positive for eah � 6= 0. Thesymmetry of D is an immediate onsequene of the fat that T0[S℄ is selfadjoint withrespet to the salar produt in L2(V ; dv=F ).



10Remark 3. A natural additional assumption is rotational invariane of the leadingorder turning operator. This means that the turning kernel T0[S℄ depends on v and v0only through jvj, jv0j, and v � v0, and, thus, is invariant under simultaneous rotationsof v and v0. Then, it an be easily shown that the equilibrium distribution is isotropi,i.e., F = F (jvj), and that the di�usivity tensor is also isotropi, i.e., a multiple ofthe identity. This is a onsequene of the fat that �(x; v; t) = �(x; jvj; t)v with asalar funtion �. SuÆient onditions for the isotropy of the di�usivity have alsobeen given in [12℄.3 Global existeneIn this setion we show that the solutions of the oupled kineti system (7){(10) donot blow up if the turning kernel satis�es a ertain struture ondition. Without lossof generality, let us set " = 1.Theorem 1. (Global boundedness) Assume f 0 2 L1+ \ L1(R3 � V ), and assume:(A1) There exists C > 0 suh that 8x 2 R3 , v; v0 2 V , t 2 R+ and S 2 W 1;1(R3)0 � T [S℄(x; v; v0; t) � C(1 + S(x + v; t) + S(x� v0; t)) :Then there exists a global solution f 2 L1((0;1);L1+\L1(R3�V )), S 2 L1((0;1);Lp(R3))for all 2 � p � +1 of the nonlinear system (7){(10) (with " = 1).Remark 4. The ondition on the turning kernel exludes its dependene on the gra-dient of the onentration of the hemo-attratant. It also provides a dispersion e�etby the ourrene of the veloity variable in the arguments of S. No global existeneresult is available for a turning kernel with dependene on the gradient of S, atuallynot even for models satisfying only0 � T [S℄(x; v; v0; t) � C �1 + kS(�; t)k�L1(R3)� ;with � � 1. A global existene result an be shown for � < 1. These remarks arevalid for three-dimensional problems onsidered here.In [14℄, [15℄ one-dimensional disrete veloity models have been treated. It isshown that boundedness of the turning rates in terms of the W 1;1-norm of the hemo-attratant is suÆient for global existene.An extension of Theorem 1 to the ase of a paraboli equation for the density ofthe hemo-attratant has been shown in [5℄.



11Proof. A loal-in-time existene proof of mild solutions an be obtained by usingstandard methods for nonlinear evolution equations (nonlinear perturbations of C0-semigroups, f. [26℄). To obtain a global existene result it is enough to derive the apriori bounds announed in the Theorem (whih imply that the loal solutions anbe extended up to t =1).To do so, we deompose S into long and short range partsS = SL + SS ;SL = � � � 14�jxjIjxj�1� ;SS = � � � 14�jxjIjxj�1� ;where IA denotes the harateristi funtion of the set A. From the mass onservationk�(�; t)kL1(R3) = kf(�; �; t)kL1(R3�V ) = kf 0kL1(R3�V ) (25)and the Young inequality we havekSL(�; t)kL1(R3) � 14�kf 0kL1(R3�V ) :Therefore, hanging the onstant C, we may replae S by SS in (A1).In order to estimate f , we now use that�tf(x; v; t) + v � rxf(x; v; t) � ZV T [S℄(x; v; v0; t)f(x; v0; t)dv0 ;and, thus, using assumption (A1),f(x; v; t) � f 0(x� vt; v)+C Z t0 �(x� vs; t� s)ds+Cf 1(x; v; t)+Cf 2(x; v; t) ; (26)with �tf 1(x; v; t) + v � rxf 1(x; v; t) = ZV SS(x + v; t)f(x; v0; t)dv0 ;�tf 2(x; v; t) + v � rxf 2(x; v; t) = ZV SS(x� v0; t)f(x; v0; t)dv0 ;and f 1(t = 0) = 0 ; f 2(t = 0) = 0 :We estimate these two terms separately. Fromf 1(x; v; t) = Z t0 SS(x� vs+ v; t� s)�(x� vs; t� s)ds



12we onlude thatkf 1(�; �; t)kLp(R3�V ) � sup0<s<t kSS(�; s)kLp(R3) Z t0 k�(�; t� s)kLp(R3)ds :For f 2 we writef 2(x; v; t) = Z t0 ZV SS(x� vs� v0; t� s)f(x� vs; v0; t� s)dv0 ds :Note that the integrand is a onvolution (setting f(x; v0; t) = 0 for v0 62 V ). TheYoung inequality kg � hkLr � kgkLpkhkLq ; 1p + 1q = 1 + 1r ;(see, e.g., [7℄) thus impliesjSS(�; t� s) � f(x� vs; �; t� s)(x� vs)j � kSS(�; t� s) � f(x� vs; �; t� s)kL1(R3)� sup0<s<t kSS(�; s)kLp(R3)kf(x� vs; �; t� s)kLp0(V ) ;where p and p0 are onjugate exponents, i.e., p0 = p=(p � 1). If p � 2, then p0 � pand, from mass onservation (25),kf(x� vs; �; t� s)kLp0(V ) � 0kf(x� vs; �; t� s)kLp(V ) ;for a onstant 0 = 0(V ). Finally,kf 2(�; �; t)kLp(R3�V ) � 0 sup0<s<t kSS(�; s)kLp(R3) Z t0 kf(�; �; t� s)kLp(R3�V )ds :Coming bak to Equation (26) and usingk�(�; t)kLp(R3�V ) � C(V )kf(�; �; t)kLp(R3�V ) ;we deduekf(�; �; t)kLp(R3�V ) � kf 0(�; �)kLp(R3�V )+C(V )�1 + sup0<s<t kSS(�; s)kLp(R3)�Z t0 kf(�; �; s)kLp(R3�V )ds ; 8p � 2 : (27)We onlude in two steps. Firstly, we hoose 2 � p < 3 suh that1jxjIjxj�1 2 Lp(R3) :



13Then, from the Young inequality,kSS(�; t)kLp(R3) � kf 0kL1(R3�V ) :Using the Gronwall inequality in (27), we onlude the existene of a bound forkf(�; �; t)kLp(R3�V ), p 2 [2; 3) only depending on f 0, p and t.Seondly, still from the Young inequality,kSS(�; t)kL1(R3) � Ckf(�; �; t)kL2(Rn�V ) � C(t) ;with C 2 L1lo([0;1)). We now set p = 1 in (27) and apply again the Gronwallinequality.4 Drift-di�usion limit: onvergene proofIn this setion the formal results of setion 2 are rigorously justi�ed. We shall usethe following result from potential theory (see [29℄).Lemma 3. AssumeS = � � 14�jxj with � 2 L1+(R3) \ Lq(R3) ; q > 3 :Then S 2 Lp \ C1;�(R3) for every � < q�3q , 3 < p � 1 and there exists  > 0 suhthat kSkLp(R3) + kSkC1;�(R3) �  �k�kL1(R3) + k�kLq(R3)� :Our aim is the derivation of estimates uniform in " as "! 0. As a �rst step, wemultiply the transport equation (7) by gq�1, with g = f"=F and q � 1, and integratewith respet to v and x. With (16), we obtain1q ddt ZR3 ZV f q"F q�1 dv dx + 12"2 ZR3 ZV ZV �S" [S"℄(g � g0)(gq�1 � (g0)q�1)dv0 dv dx= � 12"2 ZR3 ZV ZV �A" [S"℄(g + g0)(gq�1 � (g0)q�1)dv0 dv dx :The antisymmetri part is now estimated byj�A" [S"℄(g + g0)(gq�1 � (g0)q�1)j � 12�S" [S"℄(g � g0)(gq�1 � (g0)q�1)+ �A" [S"℄22�S" [S"℄ (g + g0)2(gq�1 � (g0)q�1)g � g0 :



14For the last term we use the inequality(g + g0)2(gq�1 � (g0)q�1)g � g0 � q(gq + (g0)q) ;and obtain1q ddt ZR3 ZV f q"F q�1 dv dx + 14"2 ZR3 ZV ZV �S" [S"℄(g � g0)(gq�1 � (g0)q�1)dv0 dv dx� q2"2 ZR3 ZV ZV �A" [S"℄2F�S" [S"℄ f q"F q�1 dv0 dv dx : (28)This inequality motivates the assumptions of the following result.Theorem 2. Let F 2 L1(V ) be a positive veloity distribution satisfying (15) andlet �S" [S℄ and �A" [S℄ be de�ned as in lemma 1. Assume that there exist q > 3,  > 0,and a non-dereasing funtion � 2 L1lo([0;1)), suh thatf 0 2 Xq := L1+(R3 � V ) \ Lq �R3 � V ; dx dvF q�1 � ; (29)�S" [S℄ � (1� "�(kSkW 1;1(R3)))FF 0 ; (30)ZV �A" [S℄2F�S" [S℄dv0 � "2�(kSkW 1;1(R3)) : (31)Then there exists t� > 0, independent of ", suh that the existene time of the loalmild solution of (7){(10) is bigger than t�, and the solution satis�es, uniformly in ",f" 2 L1((0; t�); Xq) ;S" 2 L1((0; t�); Lp \ C1;�(R3)) ; � < q � 3q ; 3 < p <1 (32)r" = f" � �"F" 2 L2�R3 � V � (0; t�); dx dv dtF � :Remark 5. The assumptions (30), (31) orrespond to the strutural assumptions(12) and (A0) (see also (17)), desribing the separation between the leading orderturning proesses and the hemotatially oriented ontributions. In partiular, theonstant  has the same role as in Setion 2.Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, existene up to time t = t� will follow, from theboundedness laimed in the theorem.Cell onservation implieskf"(�; �; t)kL1(R3�V ) = kf 0kL1(R3�V )for all t > 0.



15Using assumption (31) in (28) we obtainddt ZR3 ZV f q"F q�1dv dx � qq2 �(kS"(�; t)kW 1;1(R3)) ZR3 ZV f q"F q�1dv dx : (33)The next step is to estimate S". Cell onservation and lemma 3 implykS"(�; t)kC1;�(R3) � C(1 + k�"(�; t)kLq(R3)) :By H�older inequality and the normalization of F ,k�"(�; t)kLq(R3) � �ZR3 ZV f q"F q�1dv dx�1=q :Combining the last two estimates with (33) gives a di�erential inequality of theform dPdt � ~�(P ) ; P = ZR3 ZV f q"F q�1dv dx ;with ~� 2 L1lo([0;1)) (preisely ~�(P ) = qq2 �(C(1 + P 1=q))P ). This ompletes theproof of the �rst two statements in (32).By interpolation between L1(R3 �V ; F dx dv) and Lq(R3 �V ; F dx dv) the normof f"(�; �; t)=F in L2(R3 � V ; F dx dv) is bounded uniformly for t 2 (0; t�). Thus,setting q = 2 in (28) and integration with respet to t givesZ t�0 ZR3 ZV ZV �S" [S"℄�f"F � f 0"F 0�2 dv0 dv dx dt � "2 :With assumption (30), this leads to Z t�0 ZR3 ZV ZV FF 0�r"F � r0"F 0�2 dv0 dv dx dt � :Using RV r"dv = 0, we now dedue the last statement in (32):Z t�0 ZR3 ZV r2"F dv dx dt � 2 :Theorem 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold. Assume further that for familiesS", uniformly bounded (as "! 0) in L1lo([0;1); C1;�(R3)) for some 0 < � � 1, suhthat S" and rS" onverge to S0 and rS0, respetively, in Lplo(R3 � [0;1)) for somep > 3=2, we have the onvergeneT"[S"℄! T0[S0℄ in Lplo(R3 � V � V � [0;1)) ;T"[S"℄(F )" = 2" ZV �A" [S"℄dv0 ! T1[S0℄(F ) in Lplo(R3 � V � [0;1)) : (34)



16Then solutions of (7){(10) satisfy (possibly after extrating subsequenes)f" ! �0F in L1((0; t�); Xq) weak * ;S" ! S0 in Lplo(R3 � (0; t�)) ; 3 < p <1 ;rS" ! rS0 in Lplo(R3 � (0; t�)) ; 32 < p <1 :The limits are weak solutions of (23), (13) subjet to the initial ondition�0(t = 0) = ZV f 0 dv :Proof. The weak onvergene of f" follows from Theorem 2. For S" and rS" westill need some ompatness in time. For the ux density J" in the ell onservationequation �t�" + divJ" = 0 ; (35)we have J" = 1" ZV vf"dv = ZV vr"dv 2 L2((0; t�); L2(R3)) ;uniformly in ", by the estimatejJ"j2 � ZV r2"F dv ZV jvj2F dv ;theorem 2, the boundedness of F , and the ompatness of V . The gradient of theonvolution of (35) with the Newtonian potential 1=(4�jxj) is�t(rS") +r(r � SJ;") = 0 ;with SJ;" = J"�1=(4�jxj). By ellipti regularization we have SJ;" 2 L2((0; t�); H2lo(R3))and, thus, �t(rS") 2 L2((0; t�); L2lo(R3)) :The derivative of S" with respet to time is estimated analogously. The strong onver-gene now follows ombining the above with the ellipti regularity for the onvolutionsde�ning S" and rS" from �".After dividing by ", the kineti equation (7) an be written as"�f"�t + v � rxf" = ��"T"[S"℄(F )" � T"[S"℄(r") : (36)



17Theorem 2 implies weak onvergene of �" and r" to �0 and r0. The boundedness ofr" also implies f0 = �0F . With the assumptions (34), we an pass to the limit in (36)and obtain T0[S0℄(r0) = �vF � r�0 � �0T1[S0℄(F ) :This equation an be solved for r0 as (19). The limit of the ell onservation equationis �t�0 +r � J0 = 0 ;with the ux J0 = RV vr0 dv.5 ExamplesIn this setion we disuss two spei� models for turning kernels and ompute expliitformulas for the marosopi transport oeÆients. We also state rigorous resultsfor these models whih are appliations of the more general results of the previoussetions. For additional models and their biologial relevane we refer to the work ofOthmer and Hillen [23℄.The main obstale to the expliit omputation of transport oeÆients is thesolution of the integral equation (19). This task is straightforward for the relaxationtime model T0[S℄(x; v; v0; t) = �[S℄(x; t)F (v) ; �[S℄ > 0 ; (37)whih is ommon to both examples below. In this ase, the leading order turningoperator beomes T0[S℄(f) = �[S℄(f � �F ) ;and the solution of the problem T0[S℄(f) = g, RV f dv = 0, with RV g dv = 0, is givenby f = g=�[S℄. So, in partiular, we obtain� = vF�[S0℄ ; � = T1[S0℄(F )�[S0℄ ;for the solutions of (21), (22). Consequently, the marosopi di�usivity and onve-tion �eld are given byD[S0℄ = 1�[S0℄ ZV v 
 vF dv ; �[S0℄ = � 1�[S0℄ ZV vT1[S0℄(F )dv :Furthermore we shall assume rotational invariane of the equilibrium distribution,i.e., F = F (jvj), with the onsequeneD[S0℄ = 13�[S0℄ ZV jvj2F dv I :



18Model 1A group of models onsidered in [23℄ is of the formT"[S℄ = T0[S℄ + "T1[S℄ ; (38)where T0[S℄ is of the form (37), and T1[S℄ depends on pointwise values of S and rS.We assume rotational invariane, i.e., �[S℄(x; t) = �(S(x; t); jrS(x; t)j) in (37). In T1the dependene on the vetors v, v0, and rS is only through their Eulidean normsand through the angles between them:T1[S℄(x; v; v0; t) = T1(S(x; t); jvj; jv0j; jrS(x; t)j; v � v0; v � rS(x; t); v0 � rS(x; t)) : (39)Then rotational invariane is inherited also by T1[S0℄(F ) whih an be written in theform T1[S0℄(F ) = H(S0; jvj; jrS0j; v � rS0) :A symmetry argument shows that the marosopi onvetion �eld is proportional torS0: �[S0℄ = �(S0; jrS0j)rS0 ; (40)with � = � 1�[S0℄jrS0j ZV v1H(S0; jvj; jrS0j; v1jrS0j)dv ;where v1 denotes the �rst (or any) oordinate of v. More spei�ally, a model of theform T1 = a(S)v � rS � b(S)v0 � rS ; a; b � 0 ; (41)represents the desire of the ell to hange both to a favourable diretion (by the �rstterm) and away from an unfavorable diretion (by the seond term). A straightfor-ward omputation gives (40) with the hemotati sensitivity� = 13�[S0℄ �b(S0)�(V ) ZV jvj2F dv + a(S0) ZV jvj2dv� :The rigorous onvergene analysis of Setion 4 an be applied to this lass of models.It is easily seen that the assumptions of Theorems 2 and 3 are satis�ed under mildonditions.Note that the marosopi models obtained inlude the lassial Keller-Segelmodel exhibiting blow up in �nite time. Therefore nothing better than the loal-in-time result above an be expeted. In general, we also expet blow up in �nitetime for the kineti model. However, there is no proof available yet. For the seondlass of models, on the other hand, global existene for the kineti model an beproven as well as loal-in-time onvergene to a Keller-Segel type marosopi model.



19Model 2Let  (S; ~S) be a smooth, positive, non-dereasing (in the seond argument) funtionde�ned on a R+ � R+ suh that0 <  min �  (S; ~S) � �1 ~S + �2 ;for real, positive onstants �1;2.Let the turning kernel be given byT"[S℄(x; v; v0; t) = �+ (S(x; t); S(x+ "v; t)) + �� (S(x; t); S(x� "v0; t)) ; (42)where �� are positive onstants. This means that the ell is able to measure thehemo-attratant onentration up to a distane "vmax away from its position, wherevmax is the maximal speed in V . Similarly to the model (41) the turning probability ishigher for a hange to a favorable diretion and away from an unfavorable diretion.Expansion of T" givesT0[S℄ = (�+ + ��) (S; S) ;T1[S℄ = � � ~S (S; S)(�+v � ��v0) � rS :Thus, we �nd that F = 1=�(V ) andD[S0℄ = 13(�+ + ��) (S0; S0)�(V )2 ZV jvj2dvI ;�[S0℄ = � =� ~S(S0; S0)3 (S0; S0)�(V ) ZV jvj2dvI ;where I is the 3 � 3 identity matrix and �[S℄ = �[S℄rS. The model (42) obviouslysatis�es the assumptions of the global existene Theorem 1.In order to hek the assumptions of Theorems 2 and 3 we ompute�A" [S℄(x; v; v0; t) = "(v � v0)�(V ) �rS(~x; t)(�+ 2(S(x; t); S(~x; t))��� 2(S(x; t); S(~x; t))) ;where ~x lies between x� "v0 and x+ "v. Thus, the assumptions of Theorems 2 and 3are satis�ed.If we hoose  (S; ~S) = 	( ~S�S), �+ = 1, �� = 0 with a stritly positive, inreas-ing 	 then we reprodue the lassial Keller-Segel model with onstant marosopitransport oeÆients D[S℄ and �[S℄. As long as 	 is at most linear, we have globalexistene for the kineti model.



20On the other hand, if we hoose  (S; ~S) = 	(S) ~	( ~S), with positive 	 and ~	 wean, at least formally, reprodue arbitrary marosopi transport oeÆient D[S℄ and�[S℄ (assuming �+ = 1 and �� = 0) by setting:~	(S) = exp�3 �(V )RV jvj2dv Z SS0 �[S 0℄dS 0� ;	(S) = RV jvj2dv3�(V )2 ~	(S)D[S℄ ;for a ertain referene value S0. If 0 < 	min < ~	(S) � �1S+�2 and 	(S) is bounded(whih is true if � � �min > 0 and D � Dmin > 0, or if � � �0=(S + S0) andD � Dmin > 0, for onstant and positive �0, S0), then we have global existene forthe solutions of the kineti model.Referenes[1℄ W. Alt. Orientation of ells migrating in a hemotati gradient. In Biologi-al growth and spread (Pro. Conf., Heidelberg, 1979), pages 353{366. Springer,Berlin, 1980.[2℄ W. Alt. Biased random walk models for hemotaxis and related di�usion ap-proximations. J. Math. Biol., 9(2):147{177, 1980.[3℄ A. Bren and M. Eisenbah. How signals are heard during baterial hemo-taxis: protein-protein interation in sensory signal propagation. J. Bateriol.,182(24):6865{6873, 2000.[4℄ M.P. Brenner, P. Constantin, L.P. Kadano�, A. Shenkel, S.C. Venkataramani.Di�usion, attration and ollapse. Nonlinearity, 12 (4): 1071{1098, 1999.[5℄ F. Chalub, P.M. Markowih, B. Perthame, C. Shmeiser. Global existene andmarosopi limits for kineti models of hemotaxis. ANUM preprint 16/02,Vienna University of Tehnology, 2002.[6℄ R. Dautray and J.-L. Lions, Analyse Math�ematique et aul num�erique pour lessienes et les tehniques, Ch. XXI. Masson, 1988.[7℄ G.B. Folland. Introdution to Partial Di�erential Equations. Prineton Univer-sity Press, Prineton (1995).[8℄ E. F. Foxman, E. J. Kunkel, E. C. Buther. Integrating Coniting ChemotatiSignals: The Role of Memory in Leukoyte Navigation. J. Cell Biol., 147(3):577{587, 1999.
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